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	In It’s About More Than the Money, award-winning financial advisor Saly A. Glassman shows you how to regain control over your financial life–and stay in control. Glassman brings together 21 fundamental investment principles, illuminates them with actual investor experiences, and guides you through putting each one to work. Drawing on everything she’s learned working with a broad cross-section of investors, Glassman teaches you how to plan your finances strategically, place money in broader context, and make your most important dreams a reality. You’ll focus on what you can control and let go of what you can’t…apply investment rules that work…recognize when to do nothing…assess your progress objectively, and much more. Glassman also helps you decide whether you need professional advice–and, if you do, she shows how to find an advisor who will add real value. Packed with insightful investor stories, this book will help you make wiser, better financial decisions–whatever your goals, whatever your age, and whatever the economy does next.
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Beginning PHP, Apache, MySQL Web DevelopmentWrox Press, 2004
PHP, Apache, and MySQL are the three key open source technologies that form the basis for most active Web servers. This book takes you step by step through understanding each – using it and combining it with the other two on both Linux and Windows servers.
This book will guide you through creating your own sites using the open source AMP...
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Microwave Circuit Design Using Linear and Nonlinear TechniquesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005


	Approximately 15 years have passed since the first edition of this book, which was

	well received by both graduate schools and industry. While the basic principles of

	physics and mathematics have not changed, today’s technology has provided us with

	huge opportunities to improve the circuit design for linear and nonlinear...
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Digital Lighting and Rendering (2nd Edition)New Riders Publishing, 2006
Crafting a perfect rendering in 3D software means nailing all the details. And no matter what software you use, your success in creating realistic-looking illumination, shadows and textures depends on your professional lighting and rendering techniques. In this lavishly illustrated new edition, Pixar's Jeremy Birn shows you how...
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Insulin & Related Proteins _ Structure to Function and PharmacologySpringer, 2002

	This book contains contributions presented at the last of the Alcuin Symposia, held in April 2000, as a Festschrift to honour Prof. Axel Wollmer on the occasion of his retirement from the Rheinisch-Westfälische Technische Hochschule (RWTH) Aachen. The Alcuin Symposia were initially held alternatively in York and Aachen, in recent years...
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Managing Contacts with ACT! 2005Course Technology PTR, 2004
With ACT! 2005, you?ve already purchased the most comprehensive contact management software available. Now you?ve found the perfect resource to ensure that you get the most out of your investment! "Managing Contacts with ACT! 2005" is a one-of-a-kind guide to successful contact management. By working through several hands-on tasks, you?ll...
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Ansible: From Beginner to ProApress, 2016

	This book is your concise guide to Ansible, the simple way to automate apps and IT infrastructure. In less than 250 pages, this book takes you from knowing nothing about configuration management to understanding how to use Ansible in a professional setting.

	
		You will learn how to create an Ansible playbook...
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